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Abstract
This paper details a proposed peer-to-peer system,
which allows a user to join communities of other likeminded users in order to exchange files. Utilising the
routing capabilities of Pastry, the proposed system
includes an indexing service, which will facilitate the
creation of virtual rendezvous points for users with
similar interests (manifested by shared keywords). Users
will be described by the content they store. By using
Vector Space Modelling techniques users can be grouped
together to form content sensitive communities. The
system is built to serve as the basis for a distributed
archive of research papers.
The system is designed to improve the efficiency of file
searches over current p2p file sharing applications.
Search requests result in a comprehensive set of relevant
documents being returned as searching will be based on
semantic meaning rather than literal matching.

1. Introduction
Community: a body of people having common rights,
privileges, or interests [1]. Applying this notion of
community to the Internet, it seems that the Internet as a
whole lacks a sense of community. The World Wide Web
was originally envisaged in 1986 by Tim Berners-Lee as a
way for academics to share knowledge [2]. The web has
become a victim of its own success in relation to that
goal. While there is a huge quantity of information on the
web and it is easy to find text about almost any topic, it is
often difficult to distinguish “high quality” information
such as peer-reviewed papers from material from less
prestigious sources. The client-server paradigm may be
partly to blame for this; power has been taken away from
the individual and been placed in the hands of operators

of large servers. In recent times, systems such as Napster
[3] and Gnutella [4] have gained huge popularity. These
systems have initiated a surge of interest and research into
the peer-to-peer (p2p) framework. These systems are
restructuring the Internet away from the client server
model to one where a client is also a server, giving
individuals more freedom and control. This paper
presents the core of a distributed document-sharing
environment with particular focus on distributed
searching and retrieval of research papers.

1.1. Problems with Current p2p Systems
Despite their obvious popularity, systems like Napster
and Gnutella suffer from many problems. Napster uses
centralised indexing servers, an approach which is
vulnerable to failure. Gnutella avoids Napster’s weakness
by using a decentralised indexing technique, however this
leaves Gnutella with the problem of locating objects
within its network. Gnutella uses a flood-based search
technique where each search request blindly hops across
the network from one node to another searching for the
requested file. As more users join, the number of nodes to
be searched increases yet the number of nodes searched
remains relatively small; as a result search requests do not
return a true representation of the available objects stored
in the system as it grows. This represents a scalability
issue. In recent times, more scalable object location
algorithms have emerged that are based on Distributed
Hash Tables (DHT). Let us consider these useful
constructs and how they can be used to facilitate searches
in a distributed environment.

1.2. Existing Structured p2p Overlays
Based originally on the research of Plaxton et al. in the
late 1990s [5], DHT overlay network implementations
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first appeared during 2001. Projects such as Pastry [6],
Tapestry [7], CAN [8] and Chord [9], all produced
implementations that adhered to the principles of p2p,
decentralisation, robustness and scalability. These
systems may be used to form the foundation for
functional p2p systems. They provide a routing substrate;
a mechanism that efficiently locates objects within a
certain number of routing hops. The subject of keyword
searching is of particular importance if such DHT systems
are to become part of the more mainstream p2p systems
such as Gnutella or Kazaa [10]. Introducing keywordsearching capabilities into these systems is likely to
render them a more powerful tool for file sharing than is
currently available. DHT’s currently provide only put and
get functions. These substrates have however proved
useful in building such systems as global storage
facilities, including PAST [11], CFS [12] and Oceanstore
[13]. PAST which as we shall see has a lot in common
with the system described here, is built on top of Pastry
and uses the power of Pastry to route files entered into the
system to a particular point, given a file key. The file may
be retrieved once the file key is known.
Before venturing further into the details of p2p
technologies, it is helpful to consider a useful application
of DHT systems. The application seminal to this research
is that of Content Networks.

2. Ingredients of the Design
The work reported here involves the construction of a
p2p framework whereby users will be able to join the
network and have contact with other users who are either
interested in a topic or have the means to share content on
that topic. It is important to describe the chosen routing
substrate. Pastry will provide the p2p framework with a
scalable and robust routing algorithm (described in
section 2.1.). The system also incorporates a state-of-the
art Information Retrieval (IR) technique used for
representing documents, known as Vector Space
Modelling (described in section 2.2.). In order to group
together similar users within the system, clustering
techniques are employed. This enables the system to form
communities of users based on a similarity index derived
from Vector Space Modelling. This is the focus of section
2.3.

2.1. Pastry

0xA9876...

1.3. Content Networks
A content network is an overlay IP network that
supports content routing. Content routing means that
messages are routed based on their content rather than
their IP-address. In recent years many types of content
networks have been developed, including p2p networks.
PAST is one such development. Content networks can be
classified into many different types. In the following
discussion users will be associated with identifiers that
have semantic meaning. Users will also be subject to
content-sensitive placement. [14] This gives taxonomy to
the different types of content networks.
It was intended to build a p2p system on top of Pastry
that supports the construction of communities based on
the content they store. These communities will make
searching for files far easier and more efficient because
searches may be directed to particular communities within
the network where the files are more likely to be stored.
These communities will be formed using state-of-the-art
Information Retrieval (IR) techniques in-order to better
discover relationships between files and thus return more
comprehensive search results.
The above discussion has provided a brief description
of the basic technologies that are currently in use in the
area of content networks and p2p. The ingredients of the
proposed system will now be discussed.

0x1f5678...

1

3

2
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Figure 1. Pastry routes messages to nodes whose
nodeIds are progressively closer to the message
key.
Pastry nodes are organised around a circular id space.
Each node within the Pastry network is assigned a 128-bit
unique identifier that is generated typically from the
cryptographic hash of, for example, its IP address and
users name. E.g. Using the Secure Hashing Algorithm
(SHA-1) [15], a string such as “computer science” will
produce the hash code “0bbb843c75b8cb93ceb9d5594e20
8668484448ee”. Pastry has the ability to route messages
between nodes when given a message key. The message
is routed to the node whose nodeId is numerically closest
to the key of the message. Pastry’s routing algorithm is
efficient, scalable and robust.
The organisation of nodes around Pastry’s ring is
random. This is due to the way in which nodes are
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assigned their id’s. A hashing algorithm is employed for
the purpose of generating the unique codes; a commonly
used hashing algorithm is SHA-1. SHA-1 is nonreversible, collision-resistant, and has a good avalanche
effect. The avalanche effect of hashing algorithms means
that given two very similar strings, two very different and
non-numerically close hash codes will be produced.
Pastry uses this feature as a way of achieving load
balancing within the network by randomly placing nodes
around the network

It has been shown that a document may be represented
as a feature vector. This modelling of a document as a
vector is called “Vector space modelling”[16]. In its
simplest form, each document is represented by the termfrequency (TF) vector d tf
(tf 1 , tf 2 ,....., tf n ) , where

tf is the frequency of the ith term in the document. A
widely used refinement to this model is to weight each
term based on its inverse document frequency (IDF) in the
document collection. This is commonly done by
N
),
df i

where N is the total number of documents in the
collection, and df i is the number of documents that
contain the ith term (i.e. document frequency). This
leads to the tf  idf representation of the document in
equation 1.
d tfidf

(tf 1 log(

N
N
N
), tf 2 log(
),.........., tf n log(
))
df 1
df 2
df n

(1)

In [17] it was shown experimentally, that any measure
used should be normalized by the length of the document
vectors. In order to account for documents of different
lengths, the length of each document vector is normalized
so that it is of unit length, i.e. || d tfidf || 2 1 . There are
two major similarity metrics that facilitate vector space
modeling of documents [18]. One of them is the anglebased metric that uses for example the cosine of the angle
between the vectors. The cosine function is given in
equation 2. Documents may then be compared and a
similarity index can be established between two
documents.
di x d j
(2)
cos( d i , d j )

|| d i ||2 * || d j ||2

The ability to represent and
vector space modelling is a
inter-document relationships
accurately than through the
alone.

compare documents using
very useful tool, enabling
to be determined more
use of keyword matching

2.3. Clustering

2.2. Vector space modelling

multiplying the frequency of each term i by log(

Where “ x ” denotes the “dot product” of two vectors.
Since the document vectors are of unit length, the above
formula simplifies to
(3)
cos( d i , d j ) d i x d j

Clustering is the unsupervised classification of
patterns (observations, data items, or feature vectors) into
groups (clusters) [19]. Document clustering was
originally investigated as a means of improving the
performance of search engines. Since then document
clustering or cluster-based techniques have been used in
domain identification in such areas as radio news and
imaging. Cluster analysis allows the identification of
groups, or clusters, of similar objects in multidimensional space. Hierarchic clustering has been put
forward for its efficiency and effectiveness in information
retrieval. There are numerous document clustering
algorithms. Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
(AHC)[20] algorithms appear to be the most commonly
used. However these algorithms have proven to be slow
when applied to large document sets. Linear time
clustering algorithms have been suggested as the best
candidates for large document sets, these clustering
algorithms include the K-means algorithm [21] and the
single pass method [22].
Given a set of feature vectors, a clustering tree can be
constructed. Vectors that are deemed similar, using a
similarity index such as the cosine function are placed
near each other on the tree and those that are less similar
are positioned further away. There are many methods for
constructing clustering trees. Jain et al. [19] provide a
good overview and discuss the pros and cons of each
method.

3. Putting the Ingredients Together
Having considered Pastry, Vector Space Modelling
and Clustering, the next step is to explain how these
ingredients can be incorporated to create a p2p system
that supports decentralised, scalable and robust content
sensitive communities.

3.1. Building a Decentralized indexing service
One of the key elements of the system is the Pastry
routing schema. Pastry provides the system with a
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scalable, robust routing algorithm that can route to any
node in [log b N ] steps on average, where N is the
2

number of nodes and b is a configuration parameter. As
stated previously, Pastry routes messages within the
Pastry network to nodes whose nodeIds are closest to the
key of the message. The system discussed here is based
around a decentralised indexing mechanism where nodes
that are “interested” in a certain topic may join
communities of like-minded users. In order to facilitate
this, a “rendezvous” point where nodes can discover
others that have “similar interests” is required. As will be
shown, Pastry provides a routing algorithm that enables
the system to be built without any central control.
3.1.1. Creating indexing nodes
Index Table
A
B
E

F

A

Control systems

Register

"Control systems"
"Computer science"

Index Table

Register

B

E

C
D

C
B
F
Computer science

Figure 2. Node B routes a register message with 2
message keys that are the cryptographic hash of the
keyphrases throughout the Pastry ring. Index tables
registering all nodes sharing the same keyphrases
are constructed.
Given a string of characters, the SHA_1 hashing
algorithm will produce a 160-bit hash code representing
the string. This property forms the basis for the indexing
service.
Once a node has calculated its unique nodeId it may
join the Pastry network. The joining procedure is
provided by Pastry. Any node joining the network will
have a set of keyphrases associated with it that best
describes the node’s “topics of interest”. These phrases
will serve as the basis for discovering nodes sharing
similar content. Each of these keyphrases is hashed to get
a hash code for each phrase. These hash codes will be
used as message keys so that Pastry can route them
around the Pastry ring to a live node whose nodeId is
numerically closest to the 128 most significant bits of the
160-bit key. A registry-message is constructed; this
message contains the nodes details such as its IP-address

and node-vector (described in section 3.2.1). The same
registry-message is routed several times throughout the
network for each keyphrase. Each registry-message uses
the 160-bit codes generated from the hashing of the
keyphrases as keys. When the messages have arrived,
each destination node is required to register the new node
(see Figure 2). The effect of this is that every other node
stating “control systems” as a keyphrase will send a
register message with the same key to be routed to the
same node, as in Figure 2, this results in all these nodes
being registered in the same index table. In the case of
Figure 2 the registering node is node F. If an index does
not exist at node F, one will be created. The node whose
nodeId corresponds to the 128 most significant bits of the
hashed keyphrase will now serve as the rendezvous point
or indexing node for all other nodes using the same
keyphrase. Nodes will register at the same point for two
reasons:
x A hashing algorithm given the same input string will
always produce the same output key. Therefore a
registry-message will always get the same key for the
same keyphrase.
x Pastry’s routing algorithm routes messages to the live
node whose nodeId is numerically closest to the
message key. Therefore two nodes will always end
up registering at the same point once they share a
keyphrase.
The above only holds true of course when the indexing
node remains live on the network. To deal with node
failures and hence loss of indices, it is proposed to
replicate the index table among the indexing nodes k
nearest neighbours (k is a configuration parameter that
determines the number of neighbouring nodes where the
index will be replicated). There are a number of other
systems (e.g. PAST) that use the properties of DHT
systems for similar purposes. When a file is inserted into
PAST, Pastry routes the file to the k nodes whose node
identifiers are numerically closest to the 128 most
significant bits of the file identifier (fileId). These nodes
then store the file. Other global storage systems built on
top of DHT’s include OceanStore [13] that is built on top
of Tapestry, and CFS [12], which uses Chord.

3.2. Building Content Sensitive Communities
In this section we describe how nodes are compared
based on stored content, the organising of the p2p
network into communities and how this can be used to
form a two-layer network.
3.2.1. Comparing Nodes Based on Content Stored
Consider a node storing a set of documents that share
the same subject content. It can be said that a node’s set
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of documents can be classified under one general heading.
This heading will have a relation to the subject content of
each of the documents stored. Another way to look at this
general heading would be to describe it as the “average
subject” of the documents. Consider again the situation
where each document has an associated vector
representation, derived from the td-idf representational
model. It is now possible to generate an average vector of
these document-vectors. This average vector is
representative of the average subject content of a
particular node’s document set. It therefore tells
something about the subject content the node “is
interested in”. A way of deriving such a vector comes
from centroid-based classification [23]. Given a set of S
documents and their vector representations, a centroid
vector C can be defined, which is the average vector of
the set of documents. This is given by equation 4.
(4)

1
¦d
| S | d S

C

These average vectors are called node-vectors. Nodes
may now be succinctly represented based on the content
they store. It is also possible to compare a pair of nodevectors to assess a similarity index between the
corresponding pair of nodes by using the cosine measure
as described in section 2.2. These tools provide a way of
comparing and hence grouping nodes that are similar
within the network. This is described in the following
section.
3.2.2. Organising Network into Communities
Biomedical
Computers

Computers

A

B
Electronics
Music

Programming
Computers

H

G

Biomedical
Fitness

D
K

E
Programming

C
Programming

Electronics
J
Controls
Music

Music

N
G

F
Fitness
Community Table
O
N

L

M

Comunity table

Biomedical

I
Controls
Community table
O Controls
Community Table

I
L

N
Biomedical
Controls

I

Figure 3. Shows the effect of the community layer
formed by community tables.

Assuming that the node has a specific topic of interest,
all documents stored will be related in some way to this
main topic. A node-vector can therefore be used to
compare nodes that store similar content. If each node
stores a community table containing a list of nodes that
are similar (based on the similarity metric from the vector
space model described above), document collections of a
similar content will then be implicitly linked or grouped
together (Figure 3). This could be seen as organising the
network into domains whose boundaries are not strictly
defined but have a “fading” effect as we jump from one
community table to the next. By moving along the path
OoIoNoL (highlighted in Figure 3), the document
collection moves from “Controls” to “Biomedical” and
then to “Electronics”. Node A can be seen as the node
within the network that stores documents relating both to
“Biomedical” and “Computers” and thus is the point
within the network where the two domains overlap. Any
linked group of nodes can be seen as a domain. Each
domain can be categorised based on the nodes that have
created connections between each other. As they all store
similar content, these “communities” of nodes are content
sensitive in nature because only nodes that store content
that is similar to the content stored in the community as a
whole will become part of it.
3.2.3. Two Layer Network
The network is maintained and organised by
employing two layers, the Pastry layer and the
Community Layer. Pastry maintains routing tables and
leaf sets (leaf sets are tables containing neighbouring
nodes within a certain number of hops that each node
“knows” about [6]). This layer is a means for nodes to
find indexing nodes of certain subject areas. The nodes
are organised randomly due to the nature of the hashing
algorithm employed to create their unique nodeId. The
second layer, the community layer, is more organised. The
ability of the second layer to organise itself is a direct
result of the indexing service built on top of Pastry. When
a node is added to an indexing node’s index table, the
indexing node is provided with the new node’s nodevector and IP-address. Comparing its node-vector to that
of the already indexed nodes, the indexing node places
the details of the new node in the appropriate place within
a clustering tree. The cluster tree is formed by grouping
“similar” nodes “close” together, nodes are determined
similar if their node-vectors are determined close by a
similarity metric such as the cosine measure. The new
node then uses similar nodes within the cluster tree to
populate its community table (see Figure 4). All nodes
added to the community table are then contacted and
asked to add the
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Index Table
Control systems

Index Table
A
B
D

A
B
D

Community Table
B
D
F

F
A

B

Register
"Control systems"

A

Control systems

"Control systems"

E
B

E
Community Table
A
D

Community Table

C
D

C

A
B

D

Figure 4A.The new node B populates its community
table with the other nodes whose node-vectors are
most similar to its own.
new node to their community table. This is done for each
keyphrase. After this procedure has been carried out, the
new node has links to other nodes that have similar nodevectors and hence have a good probability of being
interested and sharing similar content. This means that
nodes that “have similar interests” know about each other
and can share content directly. This type of organisation
makes searching within p2p networks much more
efficient as all the content is grouped together into
communities and so searches can be directed to a specific
area of the network instead of being flooded blindly
throughout the network.

3.3. Searching for Documents
Pure flood-based searches have become an essential
feature of unstructured p2p networks such as Gnutella [4]
and LimeWire [24]. These systems rely on flooding of
search messages throughout the network in order to locate
files stored by nodes. Within these systems pure flood
search requests are given a Time to Live stamp (TTL),
this TTL sets the number of hops a search message is
allowed to execute before “dying”. Pure flood-based
search methods have proved inefficient and non-scalable
and result in bottle necking within the Internet. However,
Pure flooding has been shown to scale well within the
Gnutella network up to 10,000 nodes [21].
With a more structured overlay network, flood-based
searches can be used while maintaining scalability and
cutting down on unnecessary query messages. This is
possible by performing a focused flood search where the

Figure 4B. Node B then informs nodes A and D that
they must add B to their community tables.
search is focused on a specific area of the network. It is
possible to target a particular part of the system and
perform an exhaustive search on those areas that are more
likely to contain the type of files being requested. This is
achieved by first of all entering a list of keyphrases. A
search-vector can be produced in the same way a file
vector was calculated. In order to direct the search to an
area of the network storing files relating to the keywords,
the search-vector is compared locally to nodes within the
community table by again using a similarity metric. The
search request is then forwarded to those nodes whose
node-vectors are the most similar to the search vector.
The contacted node performs a flood-search on its
community table using the original keywords as the
search parameters. The proxy searcher then compiles a
list of “hits” and returns them directly to the requesting
node. The requesting node may choose to download
directly any of the files that it finds or perform another
search on a different part of the network.

4. Status of work
A Java package that implements the vector space
modelling algorithm has been developed. The package
includes the Porter Stemming algorithm [25] and the Van
Rijsbergen Stop List [26], which are common refinements
to vector space modelling (Figure 5).
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such as PIDS [32], nodes storing “islands of information”
could be grouped into a secure healthcare provider
community. This would enable healthcare providers who
were caring for a single patient to form a temporary
community in order to link the scattered fragments of an
EHCR for the patient in their care. This will be the focus
of future work.
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File
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Figure 5. High Level UML diagram of the
implemented Vector Space Modelling package
showing the JAMA API and Stemming algorithm
class.
JAMA [27], a basic linear algebra package for Java
fulfilled the matrix arithmetic requirements of the work
(such as finding the L2 norm of a vector). Implementation
of the overall system is still underway and so performance
results are not available at this time.

5. Future Work
Currently the system is being developed to deal with
documents containing text. The system will also be able
to deal with PDF files; this is through the use of the PJX
Java API [28] for PDF software development. The system
has been designed to incorporate enough levels of
abstraction so as to facilitate the sharing of other types of
objects. It has been shown that clustering methods have
been extended to many data formats [19]. The system is
open to incorporating other clustering techniques. This
gives the system the ability to deal with other objects
other than documents containing text. Another useful
application of this system is in the area of music file
sharing. There has been much research done recently into
the clustering of music through compression algorithms.
For instance, the method described in [29] could be used
to enable the formation of music communities with our
system.
The authors have been involved in the area of health
informatics and in particular on the difficult problem of
sharing fragments of Electronic Healthcare records
[30][31] across an intranet or virtual private network.
Notwithstanding obvious security difficulties, the work
presented here could also form the basis for discovering
and sharing record fragments between healthcare
providers. For example, by integrating the indexing
service presented here with an ID management system

P2p is becoming an ever more popular research topic.
Another similar project that attempts to organise
structured p2p networks based on content, is PeerSearch
[33]. A central aim of the PeerSearch project is to achieve
greater search capabilities by limiting the amount of
nodes that have to be searched. PeerSearch is built on top
of CAN. Within CAN, the total space in the overlay
network is divided into topology areas. “Expressways”
[34], is an auxiliary mechanism that is used by
PeerSearch to deliver high routing performance on top of
CAN. The idea of expressways is similar to real world
expressways in that it augments CAN’s routing capacity
with routing tables of increasing span. As has already
been stated, the system proposed here also bears
similarities to PAST. PAST uses the power of DHT
systems to store files on nodes whose nodeId is closest to
that of a fileId. In our proposed system, the same idea is
employed to form indexing nodes for particular
keywords.

7. Conclusion
By building an indexing service on top of Pastry, it is
possible to create a virtual space where users / researchers
with similar interests can meet and discover each other in
a distributed environment. This enables the construction
of communities of users. Organisation of the network in
this way has many advantages; it creates a more
searchable sharing system. It also creates a more realistic
representation of links between files by discovering the
semantic relationships that exist through the use of Vector
Space Modelling of documents. Structured p2p overlay
systems provide exciting and interesting possibilities
when combined with Information Retrieval (IR)
techniques.
These
two
emerging
technologies
complement each other in providing a way to share files
and data in a distributed environment.
There are still many issues to be addressed with this
system. The use of keyphrase to find users may not
provide the accuracy needed in discovering other users
with similar interests. Words have different meanings and
one topic may be classed under several different
keywords so an additional meta-layer may need to be
added to form true “interest group” communities. Another
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point that needs more attention is the use of node-vectors
in classifying a user’s document set. This use of the nodevector could prove to be naive and a more accurate
implementation of this idea may need to be investigated.
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